L aser coherence has generally not been considered an important factor in laser therapeutics. Now, researchers at the Stepanov Institute of Physics in the National Academy of Sciences (Minsk, Belarus) have demonstrated that laser coherence may be a critical factor in controlling biological processes. "You could conclude from our experimental studies that a well-chosen coherent therapy can stimulate the repair of cells and increase their viability," says team leader A. N. Rubinov.
The theory is based on the non-resonant dipole interaction of gradient laser fields with biological matter. A gradient field in the tissues and cells can be generated through laser interference patterns or through speckle formation caused by scattering. The effects are dependent on the laser's coherence and not the wavelength; wavelengths are chosen to avoid unwanted absorption. Linearly polarized light produces Compact Source Generates Water Window X-rays C urrent methods for soft x-ray generation rely on expensive synchrotron sources, preventing the creation of compact por table sources-until now. In collaboration with the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley, CA), the University of California (Berkeley, CA), and Sofia University (Sofia, Bulgaria), researchers at the University of Colorado (Boulder, CO) generated coherent light at 4.4 nm, using quasi-phase-matched frequency conversion of ultrafast laser pulses. The amount of flux generated was calculated to be 10 6 to 10 8 photons/s in a 10% bandwidth at the C edge. The key to the process is a 150-µm-diameter, Ne-filled hollow glass fiber longitudinally modulated in diameter. The fiber modulation makes it possible to quasi-phase-match the high-harmonic generation (HHG) process. In the nonlinear conversion process, if the speed of the driving laser light and the generated EUV light are different, the two waves will get out of phase as they propagate along the fiber. The newly-generated EUV light will interfere destructively with the previously-generated light, limiting the intensity and conversion efficiency. In the group's quasiphase-matching implementation, the fiber modulations periodically turn the HHG emission "on" and "off." "The emission results from a 'string of beads' series of emission regions that emit constructively with respect to each other," says Henry Kapteyn of the research group. "Between the emission regions, the two waves are out of phase, but the modulation shuts off the emission." The group has demonstrated that the emission peak is related to the periodicity of the modulations. The group fabricated the modulated fibers using a glass blowing lathe in which the beam from a CO 2 laser was focused onto a section of the fiber while it was rotated in the lathe and pressurized (see figure) . Once fabricated, the waveguides were placed in a vacuum system and filled with 9 torr of Ne gas.
The group focused 22-fs, 3-mJ pulses generated by a titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) amplifier laser operating at 800 nm into the fiber core, for a peak intensity in the fiber of 1.6 × 10 15 W/cm 2 . Future work involves increasing the source flux by improved phase matching with fibers of shorter-period modulations and also by using longer fibers to increase the signal-generation region. 
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The optical microscope image depicts a modulated hollow-core waveguide with a period of 0.5 mm and an inner diameter of 150 µm.
sharper contrast of speckles than non-polarized, and consequently provides larger gradient forces. The experiments showed that these gradient fields could cause spatial modulation of the particles, allowing them to be trapped or moved, and improving the rate of damage repair. The process appears to be size-dependent. Sweeping the field can move selected particles, and particles in the gradient field can self-organize in a crystal-like structure. In other words, the therapies have the potential to be custom designed for particular cell types or conditions.
In the experiments, output from a singlemode, 40-mW HeNe laser was split into two separate parallel beams of equal intensity using identical 20°Fresnel biprisms. The beams were brought together with a spherical lens at an angle in the plane of the cells. The period of the resultant interference pattern generated in the focal plane of the lens was defined by the angle of the beams, which was in turn set by the separation of the two parallel beams. The distance between the biprisms controls this separation, allowing a range of interference-pattern periods to be tested. The cells were contained in a 200-µm-thick glass vessel and the diameter of the laser pattern was 50 to 100 µm, depending on the lens used; a digital camera captured the images.
The group studied the basic properties using micro-scale polymeric balls with optical properties similar to those of blood cells; experiments repeated with biological cells demonstrated good correlation to those for the polymeric balls. The team found that after a few seconds of exposure to the gradient field, the cells moved from a random distribution to becoming localized in the interference maxima (see figure on p. 8). They stayed there until a few seconds after the gradient field was removed and then began randomly dispersing.
By substituting an argon laser operating at 514 nm for the HeNe laser, the group was able to study red-blood-cell aggregation index, a measure of clotting fundamental to the cells. They demonstrated that aggregation index could be directly affected by applying, changing, and then removing the coherence-based gradient field. This is a clear demonstration that the gradient field produces a measurable biological effect in the cells. Further work with white blood cells showed that gradient fields of particular periodicity could enhance the repair mechanisms of the cells. Exposure times of 15 to 21 minutes were found to have the most pronounced effect. The gradient forces produced both rough and delicate biological effects depending on the incident power.
These experiments were designed to look for measurable effects from coherent therapy, and now the researchers want to further understand the mechanisms behind the effects. The application of interference fields opens up new possibilities for controlling fundamental biological processes for low-intensity laser therapy.
-Michael Brownell
PHOTONIC CRYSTALS
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Precision Microassembly of 3-D Photonic Crystals Heralds Optical Semiconductor N ew microassembly techniques for photonic crystals, demonstrated by researchers at RIKEN (Wako, Japan), may lead to the production of optical-wavelength photonic crystal devices. "We demonstrate a novel fabrication technology that consists of a uniting of integrated circuit processing technology and micromanipulation," says Kanna Aoki, previously head of the RIKEN team and now at the University of Tokyo (Tokyo, Japan).
Several methods of creating 3-D photonic crystals have evolved since the technology was first developed by Eli Yablonovitch in 1987. "The difficulties are the fabrication of large-scale ordered structures and the introduction of arbitrary defects," says Aoki. "With [existing] methods, it is impossible to introduce a defect, such as a laser or a light-emitting diode, that requires a combination of different materials."
Aoki's team sliced the desired 3-D structures into planar components, then used fiduciary points (holes) and fixtures (microspheres) to place the components in precisely the correct position. "Our procedure offers several advantages," says Aoki. "All unit plates can be prepared with a single sequence of an integrated circuit process, making the procedure simpler, with lower risk of damage. Accurate alignment is assured, regardless of photonic patterns or materials used. As micromanipulation can handle objects of tens of nanometers in size, we can introduce small items, such as emitters, into arbitrary positions within the structure."
The team assembled its device in the specimen chamber of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a field-emission gun. The plates were assembled on an InP wafer, polished on both sides and drilled with fiduciary holes in the same diameter and position as those of the first layer. "We took about an hour per layer," Aoki says, "but in the future, automated processes with a high-speed visual feedback system would bring assembly up to industrial levels."
Another key technique in the process was the self-bonding of plates, which was promoted by pressure. "We found that the plates never peeled off if they were pressed down for 30 minutes in their final positions," Aoki explains. "This selfbonding property enabled us to stack four layers successfully, without having to resort to high-temperature processes."
The researchers succeeded in building stacks of four, eight, 12, 16, and 20 layers. The periodical accuracy of the fourlayer crystal was within 50 nm. "We achieved production of crystals for optical wavelengths of many periods while maintaining accuracy and yield-features vital to mass production and integration of photonic crystal-based devices," Aoki says.
Aoki's crystals were expected to have a stopband centering
